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Buildings designed with static1 or minimally-programmable2-5 surface properties cannot efficiently regulate solar 

flux, critically limiting operational energy performance1,6. The development of facades capable of achieving 

dynamic, independent functional responses to their environment, has emerged as a pertinent scientific 

challenge7-11. Drawing from biological organisms that tune the optical properties of their skin using multiple 

independent layers12,13, we report a multilayered millifluidic interface for achieving independent, 

multifunctional optical responses in buildings. We digitally control the flow of fluids within confined milli-

channel architectures, demonstrating independent command over total transmission (95% modulation between 

250-3300 nm), near-infrared-selective absorption (70% modulation between 740-2500 nm), and light dispersion 

(scattering). This combinatorial optical tunability would enable configurable optimization of daylight intensity, 

spatial daylight distribution, and infrared heat gain within buildings over time, resulting in annual modelled 

energy reductions of more than 43% over state-of-the-art technologies.   

 

Buildings are the largest energy sinks on the planet, consuming almost three quarters of the U.S. national 

electricity supply9, and approximately one third of the global energy supply10. Underpinning this footprint is a 

fundamental unmet challenge in building design7,8: existing facades – consisting of windows, walls, sunshades, and 

their derivative chromogenic technologies – cannot separately tune the intensity, spectrum, and scattering of 

incident sunlight as solar conditions change across daily and seasonal cycles.  

      Static windows, for instance, cannot modulate solar intensity, spectrum, nor scattering. Manual or automated 

venetian blinds, on the other hand, control both intensity and scattering (with changing slat angle), but 

dependently14. Adjustable window shades – which can be bent, rotated, or otherwise translated under 

mechanical1,15-19, electrical20, hygroscopic21,22, or thermal23 stimuli – can usually tune only total intensity or 

spectrum24. While advanced chromogenic windows – including reorientable liquid crystal25-27, suspended particle28-

30, as well as electro-2,4-6,31-37, photo-5,6,33,34,38, and thermo-chromic5,6,33,34,38-40 devices – can generally only tune total 

sunlight intensity or spectrum8,35-37, however systems that tune total intensity and scattering dependently have 

been reported27.  

      At the building interface, independent, combined control over each of light intensity, spectrum, and scattering 

is necessary to achieve optimized, climate-responsive, functions (e.g., transmitting visible daylight without excess 

near-infrared (NIR) heat)1,6,41,42. In its current absence, interior heating, cooling, and lighting equipment must bear 

the brunt of environmental control, consequentially consuming about 25% of the energy used in the developed 

world1,6,41-43. 

      To alter this energy-intensive paradigm43, buildings would benefit from independent, switchable control over 

total transmittance, NIR-selective absorption, and scattering by the outer facade. Developing such a scalable, 

combinatorial optical platform – with the ability to separately tune each of these three properties – might be 

considered the ‘holy grail’ for building material design7,8.  

      As a possible source of inspiration, certain biological organisms have evolved multilayered mechanisms within 

their skin to tune independent optical properties at their interface. In a few species of squid (e.g., Loligo plei), for 

instance, active camouflage is achieved through the independent and cooperative action of a pigmentary layer of 

chromatophore organs and a structural layer of protein cells12,49,50, mediating surface colour, spectral reflectance, 

and spatial patterning13,51-54 (Fig. 1b). Large shifts in spectral reflection peaks occur along surface regions where 
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both pigmentary and structural layers are overlaid (ED Fig. 3c-j), enabling combinatorial, additive, optical 

responses. The panther chameleon has also evolved a multilayered infrastructure within its skin, leveraging a two-

tiered system of photonic crystals, each with an independent morphology and function55 (Fig. 1a). Colour change is 

regulated through the uppermost photonic layer, as chameleons actively manipulate the periodicity of guanine 

nanocrystals to selectively reflect light. Thermoregulation, on the other hand, is achieved through the lowermost 

photonic layer, where populations of regularly-arranged iridophore cells strongly reflect radiation in the near-

infrared region.   

      Independently-tunable and multifunctional multilayer interfaces enable combinatorial physiological responses 

in organisms. We hypothesize that building-scale analogues of these multilayered biological systems might be 

capable of similarly-dynamic optical behaviours (ED Fig. 3). Previous work has demonstrated the ease with which 

confined fluids can be manipulated to control optical absorption through large-area windows46,56,57. To advance 

this mechanism, we propose a system of stacked, confined fluid layers, for achieving versatile, combinatorial 

optical functionality. Here, we have developed a large-area ‘millifluidic’ multilayer device, demonstrating 

independent and additive control of light transmission, NIR-selective light absorption, and light scattering through 

coordinated digital fluid flows therein (Fig. 1c-e). In simulation, we show that independent control over three 

sequential fluid layers within a building facade – to regulate optimal degrees of visible transmission, visible 

scattering, and NIR transmission in response to fluctuating solar conditions – can accomplish savings of 75% on 

heating energy, 20% on electric lighting energy, and 43% on total operational energy, compared to the best 

available electrochromic technology. These results suggest a new fluidic paradigm for buildings, where fluid layers 

within a facade can behave in concert as functionally-programmable optical filters. Such a general fluidic 

infrastructure could radically improve the way we design buildings.  

Results 
Functional fluidic optical controls 
We fabricated bi- and trilayer devices (15x15x2 cm3) from PMMA sheets (3 mm thick) with millimeter-scale 

channels for fluid flow (1.5 mm deep, 6.35 mm wide) (ED Fig. 1). Multilayers were designed with stacked parallel-

channel architectures, and the ends of each channel structure were connected to fluid reservoirs (14 mL). Digital 

syringe pumps were used to reversibly flow (15 mL/min) aqueous solutions and organic liquids into the channels, 

to demonstrate switchable control over visible-selective and NIR-selective absorption, total transmission, and 

scattering (Fig. 1b). Devices could achieve a transparent state when filled with a liquid (mineral oil, 1.48 refractive 

index (RI)) with a similar RI to PMMA (1.49) (ED Fig. 2).  

 

Additive selective absorption. In multilayered devices, overall colour can be controlled with combinations of dyed 

solutions, using established colour theory58. When two fluid layers overlap, we should expect the transmission 

spectrum through the bilayer to equal the product of the transmission spectra of the layers independently58. We 

demonstrated this effect by flowing two spectrally-selective fluids within parallel layers of a bilayer device (blue 

and yellow dye solutions, with absorption peaks at 630 nm and 430 nm, respectively) (Fig. 2a-b, 2c, i-iv). In series, 

these layers transmitted light with an effective green colour (absorption peaks at 630 nm and 430 nm), as the 

measured (combined) spectrum closely matched the theoretical curve (Fig. 2c, vi). We demonstrated a wide range 

of colour control by activating combinations of aqueous yellow, orange, red, green, and blue dyes (ED Fig. 4a-b). 

Expected changes to absorption spectra and overall colour were achieved across the device (209 cm2) using only 

14 mL of solution (0.067 mL/cm2) within 40 s of channel-filling (ED Fig. 4c). 
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Figure 1. Biological inspiration for fluidic multilayer. (a) Colour change in the panther chameleon, achieved using a multilayer 

architecture of active photonic crystals. (b) Colour change in the cuttlefish, achieved using coordinated actuations within a 

multilayer of pigmentary and structural elements. (c-d) Schematic for achieving independent multilayered switchable responses 

in building facades, where switchable fluid flow within distinct layers can enable multiple distinct optical functions. (e) 

Schematic exemplifying several functional or multifunctional states, achieved through coordinated fluid injections within a 

bilayer. The fluid multilayer acts as an additive light filter for incoming light. Scale bars: (a) white, 20 μm; black, 200 nm; (b) 1 

mm; (d) 1 cm. Images in (a) reproduced from 55, published under a Creative Commons license 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Images in (b) reproduced under license from 13, and from 59. 
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Figure 2. Additive and spectrally-selective absorption. (a) Still frames across two complete cycles of fluid injection and 

retraction, demonstrating four unique coloured states (bolded frames) within fluidic devices. Photograph of bilayer device 

shown to demonstrate device scale and visible transparency. (b) Design of bilayer device. (c) Overlapping crosshatch bilayer 

design, demonstrating periodic instances of additive colour filtering, as well as instances of single-layer colour filtering. Spectral 

measurements (v) were taken using ‘model’ bilayer sample section, shown in (iv), and illustrate transmission spectra from both 

independent layers (yellow, blue) and combined bilayer (yellow and blue). We confirm that transmission spectra are 

multiplicative, where B/Y bilayer spectra (green curve in (vi)) are equivalent to multiplication of B spectra and Y spectra (black 

curve in (vi)). (d) Aqueous fluid injection and retraction sequence, imaged in the visible and IR spectrum (with a digital camera 

and IR camera, respectively). While there are no noticeable changes to visible transmission, IR transmission is decreased with 

fluid injection. Experiment conducted in the horizontal plane for ease. (e) Differential NIR transmission across three 

independent fluids (air, glycerol, and 0.015625 mg carbon/mL water, from top to bottom) that each have high transmission in 
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the visible spectrum. (f) Temperature of PMMA plate behind a fluid layer across an injection sequence of each fluid from (e). Air 

represents control injection. (g) Experimental schematic for temperature measurements in (f). (i) 100-W incandescent light bulb 

as heat source. (ii) switchable fluid layer. (iii) PMMA plate. (iv) thermocouple measuring PMMA temperature over time.  

 

Dynamic NIR-selective absorption. Developing scalable materials capable of independently regulating visible and 

NIR sunlight has been considered the most important challenge in building design7. In practice, however, NIR 

transmission through modern windows is typically fixed below 50% using static low-emissivity60 and spectrally-

selective61 window coatings. An energetically-optimal window, instead, should toggle between high and low 

transmission states, depending on fluctuating outdoor solar availability and indoor solar requirement62.  

      Because many liquids are strongly absorbing in the NIR (750-2500 nm), but transparent within the visible (350-

750 nm), we suggest that confined fluid flows can achieve selective switchable control over NIR absorption within 

a window transparent to visible light. We tested a series of fluids/solutions that are transparent (>75%) in the 

visible but highly-absorbing in the NIR within a bilayer device. Air is transparent across the visible and NIR 

spectrum (350-2500 nm); glycerol absorbs frequently in the NIR (absorbance peaks at ~1200 nm, ~1400 nm, and 

~1700 nm) and completely between 2250-2500 nm); while highly-diluted aqueous carbon black pigment (0.015625 

mg carbon/mL) absorbs completely between 1400-2500 nm) (Fig. 2e). When we replace an air layer with this 

aqueous pigment, for instance, the visible transmission through the device is reduced only mildly (ΔTvis = 16%), 

however the transmitted NIR (750-2500 nm) decreases considerably (ΔTNIR = 76%). NIR absorption within the 

channels is clearly detected (as ‘effective temperature’) by an IR camera (Fig. 2d).  

      To demonstrate the impact of this active NIR switchability on interior temperature, we developed a simple 

scaled-down room model (30x30x30 cm3), clad on one side with a single-layered (15x15 cm2, 1.5 mm channel 

depth, 14 mL volume) fluid device (Fig. 2g). We exposed the ‘room’ externally with a 100-W incandescent bulb 

until an interior thermocouple (on a PMMA support) reached a steady state (39 ℃ after 30 min, Methods). We 

then injected aqueous pigment within the device, to absorb a substantial portion of the incident NIR. This caused 

the interior thermocouple to cool to 32 ℃ within 15 min, while the device remained transparent in the visible (Fig. 

2f). To our knowledge, this represents the first example of a non-electrochemical window material with tunable 

NIR absorption, independent of visible absorption.   

 

Dynamic transmission and shading. The ability to actively modulate the transmission of solar radiation for control 

over interior light intensity is a crucial function for energy conservation. If large-area switchable shading could be 

consistently achieved, models suggest that annual operational energy consumption of buildings could be reduced 

by up to 50%63. Here, we injected aqueous suspensions of carbon black pigment (paracrystalline carbon) within a 

bilayer device to modulate total light transmission (Fig. 3a-c, ED Movie 1). When the device was mounted along 

one wall of a model enclosure (30x30x15 cm3), we could measure interior light intensity using a photovoltaic light 

sensor (setup in ED Fig. 6). This physical ‘room’ model allowed us to characterize total transmitted visible light for 

various pigment concentrations. Importantly, we demonstrated maximum reductions in interior light intensity of 

100% when the layers (1.5-mm-deep) were completely filled with suspensions of at least 4 mg C/mL (Fig. 3d). Light 

transmission within the visible spectrum was spectrally-uniform and, as expected, intensity decreased with particle 

concentration of shading fluids (Fig. 3e).  

      The Beer-Lambert law64 (equation 1), determines the absorbance (ratio of incident 𝐼0 to transmitted 𝐼 intensity) 

through each fluid layer as a function of molar absorptivity 𝜀, the layer thickness 𝑏, and particle concentration 𝑐. In 

agreement with this model, absorbance of our aqueous layers was linearly proportional to its pigment 

concentration (Fig. 3e). We verified this by using equation (1) to calculate the expected transmission spectra for 

various aqueous pigment solutions (dotted red curves in Fig. 3e) from a known transmission spectrum and 

concentration (15.625 μg/mL), finding close agreement with our measured spectra. We also verified that 

absorbance was linearly proportional to the depth (optical path length) of our fluid layers, measuring reductions in 

transmitted light intensity in agreement with equation (1) when we activated a second shading fluid layer behind 

the first, effectively doubling 𝑏 (Fig. 3f, dotted red curve).  
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(1)          log10

𝐼0

𝐼
= 𝜀𝑏𝑐 

 

With both colour and intensity control established, we also demonstrated additive colour and ‘dimming’ by 

activating both a switchable colour layer and switchable absorbing layer (ED Fig. 5, ED Movie 2).   

 

 
Figure 3. Dynamic fluidic shading and scattering. (a) Still frames across three independent injection sequences within bilayer, 

for three fluids of different particle concentrations (concentrations in d). Scale bar is 5 cm. (d) Corresponding interior light 

intensity measurement within model room (experiment demonstrated in Extended Data Fig. 5). (e) Measured transmission 

spectra (within cuvette) as function of particle concentration. Curves correspond to transmission spectra of fluids concentrated 

at 0, 15.625, 21.5, 30.0, 44.5, 77, 130, 250 μg C/mL H2O, from top to bottom. (f) Measured transmission spectra (within cuvette) 

as function of number of activated layers. Dotted red lines show Beer-Lambert model estimate, calculated from the measured 

transmission spectra of the 15.625 μg/mL solution using equation (1). Images show cross-section of bilayer cuvette. Fluid 

concentrated at 77 μg C/mL H2O. Top curve represents spectra of empty cuvette. Dotted red line shows Beer-Lambert model 

estimate for completely-filled bilayer, calculated by doubling optical path length of spectra for half-filled bilayer in equation (1). 

(g) SEM and digital images illustrating multiscale fluidic mechanism, utilizing nanoscale particle features for macroscale optical 

control. Scale bars, from top to bottom, are 4 µm, 2 µm, 250 nm, and 5 cm. Particles in top image are synthesized PMMA. (h) 

Images of three cuvettes, each filled with an aqueous suspension of titania. Scale bar is 5 mm. (i) Differentially-scattered light 

profiles for each fluid concentration in (h). Increasing concentrations correspond to increasing back scattering. (j) Suspensions 

with higher particle concentrations transmit less visible light. (k-m) Suspensions with higher particle concentrations scatter 

more visible light (l). Therefore, as transmission increases, relative scattered (diffuse) lighting decreases (k). 
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Dynamic scattering. The ability to modulate light intensity can be augmented by the ability to additionally 
modulate the distribution of light intensity, for controlling the area over which a fixed number of photons are 
spread. In buildings, light scattering might reduce excessively-lit areas, increase the depth of daylight penetration, 
and improve illumination, which reduces electric lighting demands and improves human health and 
productivity65,66. Moreover, control of scattering might enable tunable spatial daylighting within a room, as 
occupancy density and distribution fluctuates over time. To date, however, only mechanical blinds are able to 
dynamically control light scattering to any limited extent. We hypothesize that flow control over colloidal 
suspensions of titania (TiO2) nanoparticles can be leveraged to achieve more advanced, controllable Rayleigh 
scattering at a building scale.  
      The relative number of photons scattered forwards or backwards by a nanoparticle in solution can be designed 
for using the size parameter, 𝑥 = 2𝜋𝑟 ∙ 𝑚0/𝜆, where 𝑟 is the spherical particle radius, 𝑚0 is the refractive index of 
the surrounding fluid, and 𝜆 is the wavelength of incident light with respect to vacuum67. Titania particles (𝑟 ≈ 10 
nm) in aqueous solution, for instance, will scatter visible light within the Rayleigh regime, resulting in a roughly 
even proportion of photons scattered forward and backward (Fig. 3h)68.  
      Within this Rayleigh regime, to verify another dimension of control over spatial light scattering, we injected 
aqueous suspensions of P25 titania at various concentrations within a millifluidic bilayer (Fig. 3h). We focused an 
incident white LED source (14 klm normal to the device surface, average 𝜆 = 550 nm) to measure the light 
intensity distribution as a function of concentration (Fig. 3h-i)69,70. As predicted, visible light transmission 
decreased with particle concentration (Fig. 3j), while the fraction of transmitted light scattered increased with 
particle concentration (Fig. 3l) – a scattering phenomenon for colloids first explained by Lord Rayleigh69,70. This 
relationship does represent a functional limit to using particles of this size: as light transmission increases, the 
ability to scatter light decreases (Fig. 3k-m). However, this adaptive fluidic approach can be applied to scatter 
visible light in the Mie regime (𝑟 > 30 nm), for achieving disproportional scattering in the forward direction67,68. 
The components of these suspensions – both particle size and fluid – can therefore be selected to design for a 
desired pattern of spatial light scattering within a room.  
 

Interior daylighting simulations  

 
Modelled shading. We used the measured transmission spectra of our devices to simulate dynamic shading for a 

room interior. A well-established backwards light-ray-tracing simulator and renderer (Radiance)71 was leveraged to 

model diffuse and specular daylight penetration, and compare illuminance across a standard digitally-modelled 

space, clad in a single switchable fluid layer. Luminance, compared across three different concentrations of 

pigment (Fig. 4a), was rendered with six ambient bounces, using weather data from Toronto, Canada, within a 

conventional two-zone office (Methods). Daylight availability was simulated (Fig. 4b) within a smaller office 

(described in 72, Methods).  

      In our simulations, we demonstrated how light transmission and room penetration depth was affected by 

particle concentration, comparing the optical performance of layers with five pigment concentrations (Fig. 4b). 

Annually, as expected, the fraction of interior space conventionally defined as underlit (<100 lux) and partially-lit 

(100-300 lux) increased with concentration, while the fraction of space acceptably-lit (300-3000 lux) and 

excessively-lit (>3000 lux) decreased with concentration (Fig. 4c-f). Crucially, we showed that control of our 

pigment layer can tune the lighting of a whole building interior (Fig. 4a-f).  

 

Modelled scattering. We used our measured light-scattering results to model luminance across an indoor space 

(Methods) when clad in a control window (no scattering) and in a device-modified window with a single layer of 

scattering media (4 mg TiO2/mL H2O, able to scatter 95% of incident light) (Fig. 4h-i) – both with a visible light 

transmissivity (Tvis) of 40%. We calculated daylight availability, and found that the fluid layer, enables both reduced 

overlighting (> 3000 lux) in the winter months (low solar azimuth) (Fig. 4j), and increased light penetration in the 

summer months (high solar azimuth), when compared to the control window (Fig. 4k). This scattering allows for 

annual improvements to optical occupant comfort by increasing daylight autonomy (>300 lux) (Fig. 4m) and 

decreasing the fraction of underlit floor space (<300 lux) (Fig. 4n-o), without compromising excessive daylighting 
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(Fig. 4l)73. With scattering, more daylight is distributed to reflective interior surfaces, and less daylight is absorbed 

by (lost to) the floor. This increase in useable daylight greatly reduces the need for supplemental electrical lighting 

deep within the space, leading to annual electric light energy savings of 18% and 9% within room depths of 3-6 and 

6-9 m, respectively (Fig. 4p), for a total electric lighting load reduction of approximately 10% (Fig. 4q). We envision 

that colloidal suspension chemistries engineered for the more forward-transmitting Mie scattering regime might 

enable even greater simulated energy reductions in buildings.  

 

 
Figure 4. Simulated indoor daylight tunability. (a) Backward ray-tracing renders illustrating daylighting differences for 

differently concentrated fluid window layers (aqueous carbon black). (b) Daylight availability simulations demonstrating 

differences in available daylight across a modelled interior space for differently concentrated fluid window layers. Window 

optical properties derived from transmission properties of fluids concentrated at 0, 15.625, 21.5, 44.5, 77 μg C/mL H2O, from 

left to right. Failing, supplemental, acceptable, and excessive daylighting are defined, respectively, as <100 lux, 100-300 lux, 

300-3000 lux, and >3000 lux. (c-f) Floor area fractional spatial illuminance quality for differently concentrated fluid layers as a 

function of depth within the space. Illuminance values are taken as central (width) value at each depth within the space. Scale 

bars in (b) are 5 mm. (h-i) Backward ray-tracing renders illustrating spatial daylighting differences between regular control 

window and window with scattering particles (4 mg TiO2/mL H2O). The scattering window enables visibly-deeper light 

penetration. (j) Daylight availability simulation demonstrating the degree to which a scattering layer can reduce excessive 

illuminance. (k) Daylight availability simulation demonstrating the degree to which a scattering layer can improve daylight 

penetration. (l-o) Scattering layers improve optical comfort, having a small effect on excessive illuminance throughout the year 

(l), but decreasing the fraction of indoor space that requires supplemental electric lighting (n-o), and increasing the fraction of 
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indoor space that requires no electric lighting (m). (p-q) As a result, the scattering layer enables reductions to electric lighting 

usage at depths between 3-9 m, enabling 10% annual reductions in electric lighting energy consumption. 

 

Interior solar heating simulations  
Control over visible and NIR light transmission influences interior solar heat gain, defined by the solar heat gain 

coefficient (SHGC), equal to the fraction of solar radiation admitted through a window at a fixed incident solar 

radiation spectrum74. To demonstrate the impact of active fluidic shading on solar heat gain and building energy 

efficiency, we used a computational building energy and thermal modelling tool (EnergyPlus) to estimate the 

annual energy required for heating and cooling a standard space in Toronto, Canada. Within our heat-balance 

model, interior temperature and heat flow were calculated using the conduction finite difference solution 

algorithm75,76 using hourly historical data on outdoor temperature, cloud cover, solar intensity (direct and diffuse 

radiation) and solar elevation, while accounting for conductive, convective, and radiative heat flows through, heat 

storage within, and reemission from, cladding, structural, and indoor materials (more details of model in 

Methods). For simplicity, we assumed no internal heating loads from lighting, occupants, or equipment.  

      Practically, we compared heating and cooling for maintaining a constant indoor temperature within the space 

when clad with (i) a static low-emissivity ‘control’ window (SHGC = 0.71; Tvisible = 0.81; U-value = 1.81 W/m2K), and 

when additionally clad with (ii) our fluid interface that can modulate between a transmitting state (empty air 

channels) and a fully absorbing state (4 mg carbon/mL water). We also repeated the simulation but with a 

switchable NIR-selective absorbing fluid state (0.0156 mg carbon/mL water). Operationally, we used a simple 

control algorithm47 to instantaneously ‘inject’ the absorbing fluid at hourly timesteps when the interior space 

needed to be cooled (i.e., when indoor temperature > setpoint temperature). The shading fluid absorbs light that 

would otherwise be converted to excess heat indoors. We modelled this fluid layer on the outside of the control 

window, minimizing conductive heat gain following solar absorption.  

      In simulation, the absorbing layer was activated during peak solar loading during the day in both winter and 

summer seasons (operation of layer for sample day demonstrated in Fig. 5a, e), dramatically decreasing the 

window solar heat gain and total operational energy requirement (Fig. 5c-d, g-h). Annually, we showed that 

switchable control of a completely shading fluid (Fig. 5h) could reduce the operational energy requirement for 

indoor space heating and cooling by 51%, exceeding the most ambitious estimates for building energy savings with 

existing adaptive shading technologies8,63. Additionally, we found that the multilayer with active control over only 

NIR absorption reduced the internal heating and cooling loads by 25% compared to the control window (Fig. 5d). 

This result demonstrates that simple fluid-based systems can decouple NIR and visible light transmission for 

significant improvements to building efficiency, without compromising daylighting. Going forward, we imagine 

control algorithms might better optimize these NIR responses, through a ‘learned’ understanding of the building-

specific implications of solar heat transmission (Fig. 5c, g) on performance (Fig. 5d, h).  
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Figure 5. Simulated solar heat gain tunability. (a) Building heat flow model, where heating and cooling energy is calculated 

based on desired indoor temperature and solar ingress at hourly timesteps, for a switchable NIR-selective absorbing fluid layer. 

(b) Sampled control schedule for activating NIR-selective absorbing layer within glazing to optimize heating and cooling light 

energy, shown between Nov 6-9 of the annual simulation. The model can toggle between two states (NIR absorbing and total 

transmitting, respective optical properties in Fig. 2e). (c) Sampled window solar heat gain calculated by model, between Nov 6-

9, given by dynamic solar control schedule shown in (b). (d) Sampled heating and cooling energy usage calculated by model, 

between Nov 6-9, given by dynamic solar heating shown in (c). Total annual savings are 25%. Full model details explained in SI. 

(e) Building heat flow model, where heating and cooling energy is calculated based on desired indoor temperature and solar 

ingress at hourly timesteps, for a switchable totally (visible and NIR) absorbing fluid layer. (f) Sampled control schedule for 

activating totally absorbing layer within glazing to optimize heating and cooling light energy, shown between Nov 6-9 of the 

annual simulation. The model can toggle between two states (totally absorbing and totally transmitting, respective optical 

properties in Fig. 3e). (g) Sampled window solar heat gain calculated by model, between Nov 6-9, given by dynamic solar 

control schedule shown in (f). (h) Sampled heating and cooling energy usage calculated by model, between Nov 6-9, given by 

dynamic solar heating shown in (g). Total annual savings are 25%. Full model details explained in SI. 

 

Energy optimization through multilayer tunability  
While active control over each of intensity, NIR absorption, and scattering can significantly improve building 

energy performance, it is the combinatorial control of these independent functions that should enable true 

configurability and energy optimization. For example, a trilayer fluidic device can switch between a full spectrum of 

optical states, from transparent, to fully opaque, cloudy, NIR absorbing, and to any linear combination in between. 

In Fig. 6c we compare the various ‘axes’ of optical control (visible transmission, NIR transmission, and scattering) 

for a range of facade technologies. Static glazings (blue square in Fig. 6c) allow no control over properties, while 

conventional dynamic systems (e.g., electrochromic (EC) windows and roller shades (RSs)) allow control over 

visible and NIR transmission, although dependently (black and grey curves in Fig. 6c). Our fluid multilayer may be 

the first design for building facades capable of independent control over total absorption, NIR absorption, and 

scattering across multiple (three) degrees of freedom (pink areas in Fig. 6c). Therefore, if we consider each of 

visible transmission, NIR transmission, and scattering a unique ‘dimension’ of optical control, we might say that 

static facades are 0-dimensional, conventional dynamic systems including EC windows and RSs are 1-dimensional, 

and, maximally, our fluidic device is 3-dimensional.   
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     To estimate the performance of this combinatorial system, we used EnergyPlus to compare the annual energy 

required to heat, cool, and light our reference space when clad in (i) our tunable fluid multilayer, (ii) a state-of-the-

art EC window, (iii) a RS, and (iv) a static low-emissivity window. For consistency, we simulated the operation of all 

dynamic systems using the same control algorithm (Fig. 6b), in each case aiming to minimize total energy usage at 

hourly timesteps, while maintaining a minimum daylight threshold of 300 lux, and limiting overlighting (> 3000 lux) 

to 10% at any point across the space (details in Methods and 47). We modelled the EC window to switch between 

four standard states, the RS between two standard states (up and down), and our fluid multilayer to switch 

between all combinatorial possibilities of 16 total fluids across three distinct layers (all base state optical properties 

in Fig. 6b). To appropriately account for building integration, the RS was modelled on the interior, while the EC and 

fluid systems were modelled on the exterior, of a standard double-pane window. The zone details, temperature 

setpoints, and material properties are described in Methods.  

      Because the fluid multilayer can decouple NIR heat gain from visible light transmission (unlike the EC and RS 

systems), its thermal performance can be controlled while simultaneously optimizing for desired daylighting. We 

found that, due to this increased daylight coverage, the fluid multilayer reduced annual electric lighting energy 

requirements by an estimated 21% and 24% over EC and RS systems, respectively (Fig. 6f). In the winter months, 

due to an increased capacity for solar heat gain, the fluid multilayer also saved an estimated 40% on space-heating 

energy, and 20% overall, compared to the EC window (Fig. 6d). While, in the summer months, due to an increased 

capacity for NIR-selective absorption, the fluid multilayer saved an estimated 49% on space-cooling energy, and 

14% overall, compared to a RS (Fig. 6e). 

      Operationally, if we adjust the control algorithm to allow for spatial overlighting (>3000 lux) above 10% within 

the space, the fluid multilayer will be able to fully leverage its 95% control over total absorption and its 70% 

control over NIR-selective absorption to increase solar flux and decrease indoor heating loads when energetically 

favourable. Because EC windows and RSs (when in their binary down state) are restricted by low solar heat gain, 

this change in operational control increases heating energy reductions by the fluid multilayer to more than 75% 

and 34% over EC and RS systems, respectively (Fig. 6d), corresponding to total energy savings of more than 43% 

and 36% (Fig. 6g). This energetic performance improvement suggests that the interplay between operational 

control and functional capacity will be crucial towards achieving optimal performance.  
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Figure 6. Fluid multilayer energy savings due to combinatorial optical tunability. (a) Reference office model for 

energy simulations (one-zone). Wall and roof elements are translucent only for illustrative clarity. (b) 

Demonstration of optical property range through which standard control algorithm can switch between, for fluid 

multilayer, EC, and RS systems. The fluid multilayer can switch between all combinations of the displayed spectral 

properties due to its multilayered nature. (c) Parameter space of all systems across visible, infrared, and scattering 

optical properties. A static low-e window can only address a single point in our control space. EC and RS systems 

can only address a curve in our control space. Our fluid multilayer can address a volume, across all three axes of 

our control space. Fluid multilayer (red) points represent all combinations of 16 base states from (b). (d-f) 

Simulated cumulative heating, cooling, and electric lighting energy for fluid multilayer (both with limited and 

unlimited spatial overlighting), EC window, RS, and low-e window across annual cycle. Data below illustrates hourly 

temperature and normal direct solar illumination across the year in Toronto, Canada (simulation environment). (g) 

Total simulated cumulative annual energy data for all described systems, demonstrating superior energy 

performance by fluid multilayer. 

 

Discussion 
We have developed a multilayer fluidic architecture for designing and tuning a building’s optical response – 

achieving independent and combinatorial control of spectrally-selective colour absorption (between 350-750 nm), 

spectrally-selective NIR absorption (between 750-2500 nm), total light absorption (between 350-2500 nm), and 

directional light scattering. This work demonstrates great potential for a scalable ‘macrofluidic’ mechanism within 

building facades – whereby fluids confined within overlapping solid layers can be manipulated and switched across 

large two-dimensional surface areas (0.067 mL/cm2 or 61 mL/ft2) to perform a significant number of tunable 

optical responses. In simulation, we showed that fluid-based scattering could reduce electric lighting consumption 
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by 10%; control over total absorption and NIR-selective absorption could reduce heating and cooling energy by 

51% and 25%, respectively; and dynamically optimized combinations of a totally-absorbing, NIR-absorbing, and 

scattering fluid layer throughout the year could outperform a state-of-the-art electrochromic window by 43%.  

      Analogous to organism physiology, treating building ‘skin’ functions individually allows us to curate the optical 

conditions within a local indoor environment. Like an additive filtration system, the absorption and reflection 

spectra of incident light can be dynamically tuned through the activation of sequential fluid layers, each with a 

specific transmission peak or scattering distribution.  

      Through bottom-up design of chemical composition, the optical properties of fluids (solutions or suspensions) 

are highly tunable in spectral absorption and scattering. Moreover, liquids and gasses are easily ‘transportable’. As 

a result of this combined functionality, fluid-based systems can perform a wide range of dynamic optical responses 

that solid-state materials simply cannot achieve. For example, inorganic oxide-based low-emissivity coatings, 

chalcogenides and redox-active materials can achieve well-defined optical absorption, but either not dynamically 

or not with independent control of shading, scattering and NIR-selective absorption. We suggest that solution-

based organic synthesis and nanoparticle suspension chemistry, alternatively, can accomplish an incredible 

diversity of selective photonic functions. We envision, for example, that buildings might behave as switchable 

greenhouses, able to admit visible and NIR sunlight in the day, but, through a directed switching of IR-absorbent 

liquid, block long-wave IR egress in the night. Switchable fluidic NIR and IR responses might be achieved through 

bottom-up organic synthesis of selectively-absorbing and luminescent solar concentrator dyes77,78, as well as 

cholesteric liquid crystalline broadband NIR reflector molecules79 (summarized well in 41). There also exists scope 

for more advanced photonic engineering, where colloidal nanoparticles can be customized to achieve various 

degrees of specular reflection and scattering, and the bandgap of quantum dot nanocrystals can be tuned to 

achieve bespoke absorption and emission80. Colloidal suspensions might also be designed as waveguides – typically 

achieved using absorption and remission31,81, rather than scattering – for building-integrated solar concentration 

and photovoltaic technologies. Finally, building surfaces containing chemistries with selective visible absorption 

spectra might be used to mediate human photobiology. Fluids that selectively filter specific visible wavelengths 

could be dispersed along the facade to achieve on-demand colour-change in response to occupant circadian 

dynamics, with demonstrated potential to improve human alertness, comfort, and overall health82-84. For example, 

blue-enriched light85 has been associated with circadian phase resetting in the morning86 and increased alertness82, 

productivity87 and cognition88 during the daytime waking hours. In climates with daylight into the late evening, 

daylight suppresses melatonin production83 and delays circadian phase89; therefore, transmitting longer, less-blue 

wavelengths would be beneficial. This broad optical programmability, from organic synthesis to photonic particle 

control, would allow engineers, architects, and chemists to collectively design a building’s toolkit of functional 

responses.  

      Fluids can also be tweaked to improve functionality within real building environments. In colder climates, 

where glazing-integrated fluids might be exposed to temperatures of -20 ℃, low melting-point liquids (ethanol) 

can be added to aqueous solutions to avoid freezing. This designed functionality can also be coupled with strategic 

glazing integration. In the summer, for instance, NIR-absorbing layers are most practical on the exterior of a double 

pane window, where absorbed NIR sunlight can be transferred to the outdoors. In the winter, however, a NIR-

absorbing layer might be beneficial on the interior of a double pane window, where escaping thermal energy from 

emissive interior bodies can be captured and utilized indoors. Operationally, different fluid layers might best be 

integrated on the interior or exterior of an existing glazing unit, while microelectronic components (controller and 

pump) and fluid reservoirs might be housed within existing window-frame constructions. The focus of this work 

has been to demonstrate the function, optical tunability, and simulated performance of multilayered devices 

themselves. There will be issues regarding reservoir storage and fluidic management that could be addressed for 

the scale up to a meter-scale system.  

      To begin this assessment, we used experimental pumping energy data and simulated layer switching data to 

estimate the annual cost to operate a 0.10 m2 trilayer fluidic device (full details in SI). We found that estimated 

operational energy savings (548 kWh) far exceeded operational energy costs (12.1 kWh) and, estimating device 

fabrication and implementation costs ($100 USD/m2), resulted in an estimated payback time of roughly two years 
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(SI). Of course, more powerful pumps will be required for controlling fluid within larger panels with greater 

channel heights. A more thorough techno-economic assessment could be developed to find the optimal digital 

pump and panel size, to further minimize operational energy costs.  

      Additionally, this digital control of our dynamic facade is a critical requirement for energy optimization, 

enabling artificial intelligence for building operational efficiency. Deep learning (DL) algorithms90 can integrate 

large amounts of real-time data, towards better predicting occupant and environmental behaviours, minimizing 

operational energy usage91, and ultimately automating a building’s multilayered fluidic response. 

      Finally, in practice, this active fluidic facade should help shift the opto- and thermoregulatory responsibility 

from centralized mechanical systems within the building core (HVAC), to material systems at the building face. 

Replacing reactionary systems that post-condition the indoor environment (e.g., interior air conditioners, heaters, 

and electric lights) with preventative systems that pre-condition the indoor environment (i.e., our multilayered 

system of fluid layers) can cut heating, cooling, and lighting loads nearly in half, significantly reducing the required 

size of mechanical systems in residential and commercial spaces, and the total energy needs in urban areas. The 

potential for this large drop in end-use power consumption may have implications for the way we design buildings, 

power grids, and, more broadly, our urban energy infrastructure.   

 

Materials and Methods 

Device fabrication: Multilayered transparent millifluidic devices (15x15x2 cm3) were fabricated from stacked 3-

mm-thick polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) sheets (Johnston Industrial Plastics, Toronto, Canada). Channel 

architectures (1.5 mm deep and 6.35 mm wide) within PMMA layers were milled using a three-axis CNC-mill (AXYZ 

Pacer 4010 ATC). PMMA layers were adhered using the vapour-polishing technique illustrated in Extended Data 

Fig. 1 and described in 92. A needle was sealed to each channel opening using epoxy resin.  

Fluid preparation and switching: Castor oil (Heritage Store, Canada), mineral oil (Howard), and glycerol (99%, 

BioShop, Canada) and PDMS silicone oil (E200 Fluid, 10 cs, ESCO) were used without further purification. Carbon 

black powder (Davis Colors, 75 μm spherical particles) and P25 titania particles (10-40 nm, average particle 

diameter of 20 nm, ACS Material) were used to generate colloidal suspensions. All suspensions were prepared 

using deionized water, and were sonicated (iSonic D3200) for 120 seconds. The PMMA suspensions (average 

particle diameter of 275 nm, Fig. 3g, top image) were synthesized using X protocol. Aqueous colour dyes were 

obtained from Club House. Flow to each layer was generated with a NE-1010 digital syringe pump, or, 

alternatively, with a 12 V DC digital peristaltic pump (INTLLAB RS385-635). The ends of each channel were 

connected to small liquid reservoirs/syringes (14 mL) using PVC tubing (1/4" I.D., 3/8" O.D.).   

Thermal imaging and optical/thermal measurements: During experimentation, PMMA surface temperature was 

measured with a k-type thermocouple, fixed onto the PMMA surface. In the experimental setup (Fig. 2c), the room 

that housed the PMMA plate was well-ventilated, to primarily measure radiative heating effects. We used a 100 W 

incandescent light bulb as a steady state incident light and heat source. IR images were taken using a FLIR E6-XT 

infrared camera. UV-vis-infrared spectrophotometry was performed for all fluids using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 

1050 spectrophotometer. Additive fluid spectrophotometry was performed using a Type 25A 10-mm Quartz 

tandem (divided) cuvette (FireflySci). Light intensity was measured using an Extech HD450 Light Meter Datalogger. 

Simulation control algorithm: The iterative control algorithm, first introduced in 47, operates as a naïve energy 

minimizer with conditions to maintain a set illuminance level (300 lx) in 50% of the model floor area during each 

occupied hour while also restricting the over-lit area (3000 lx) to less than 10% of the model floor area. During 

each occupied hour, 833 different control states were tested for these conditions, where each state was derived 

from the combination of three fluid layers that could contain 16 fluids (shown in Fig. 6b), as well as air. For each 

state meeting the daylight conditions, solar heat gains and electric lighting utilization were calculated. Once the 

acceptable daylight-driven combinations were achieved, a heat balance was conducted at each hour based upon 

thermal model outputs for internal gains (occupants, lights, equipment) and external gains (ventilation, solar heat 

gains, conduction). The state which minimized combined heating, cooling, and lighting was selected. Because 
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thermal models are transient, where each timestep state influences the next, the control algorithm was iterated 

several times until annual energy results stabilized such that a near-optimal control system was achieved. 

Energy simulation parameters: Operational energy was simulated using EnergyPlus within a standard reference 

office with dimensions and properties as described in 72. Ceilings, floors, and non-exterior walls were modelled as 

adiabatic. The U-value of all opaque walls was defined as 0.472 W/m2K. The floor was modelled with a carpet 

covering a 10 cm thick concrete slab. All other constructions (interior walls, exterior walls, ceiling) were steel-

framed with a 1 cm thick gypsum board cover. There was 7.1 m2 of additional exposed thermal mass from the 

wood furniture. The fresh air supply was modelled to be 0.0125 m3/s/person based on occupancy. 70% of sensible, 

and 65% of latent heat was recovered by the heat-recovery system. Based on standard values, we set the 

occupancy to be 0.053821313 persons/m2, where each person generated heat at a rate of 125 W. We set the 

office space to have an hourly occupancy schedule of 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.95, 0.95, 0.95, 0.95, 0.5, 0.95, 0.95, 

0.95, 0.95, 0.7, 0.4, 0.4, 0.1, 0.1, 0.05, 0.05 Monday to Saturday, and an hourly occupancy schedule of 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0.1, 0.1, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 on Sunday, where each hourly value represents a 

multiplier of the occupancy rate. All equipment was modelled with a peak power density of 5 W/m2, with an hourly 

multiplier of 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.8, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.8, 0.6, 0.6, 0.5, 0.5, 0.4, 0.4 

from Monday to Saturday, and of 0.3 at every hour on Sunday. Temperature setpoints were defined at 21 and 24 

℃ while the building was occupied (6:00 - 22:00 on Monday-Saturday, and 6:00-18:00 on Sunday), and at 15.6 and 

26.7 ℃ while the building was unoccupied. Electric lighting power across the space was 99 W, with a light power 

density of 3.4 W/m2. Lights were on daily between 7:00-19:00, with dimming control activated. Dimming was 

regulated across three sequential room depths (2.6 m deep each) using a linear control based on the mean of all 

sensors within the specified depth range and a target illuminance of 500 lx. For example, if the mean luminance 

was 400 lx, the lighting power would be set to 20%. If the mean luminance was above 500 lx, then no lighting 

power would be required for that zone within the model. All interior materials were described using standard IES 

LM-83 values. All fluid layers were modelled on the exterior side of a low-emissivity ‘control’ window (SHGC = 0.71; 

Tvis = 0.81; U-value = 1.81 W/m2K). The heating system was modelled with an efficiency of 80%, while the cooling 

system was modelled with a coefficient of performance of 3.2. We assumed air infiltration at a rate of 0.1 air 

exchanges per hour. The simple two-state switching simulations (Fig. 5d, Extended Data Fig. 6a) used all of the 

same parameters and materials, but were modelled with no occupants, electric lighting, nor equipment, and, by 

extension, no fresh air supply.  

Lighting simulation parameters: Raytraced spatial renders and illuminance were simulated using Radiance71, 

through the Climate Studio interface. Luminance was modelled within a conventional two-zone office, 9.0 m wide 

(N-S direction) and 12.7 m deep (E-W direction), with glazing on the south and west faces (window-to-wall ratio of 

68% and 57%, respectively). Daylight availability was modelled within a one-zone office (described in72), 3.6 m wide 

(E-W direction) and 8.2 m deep (N-S direction), with a south-facing window (window-to-wall ratio of 40%).    

 

Extended Data 
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating chloroform vapour polishing bath prior to adhering of PMMA plates. PMMA plates 

were exposed to bath for 3-4 minutes. Method described in more detail in 92. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Photographs of bilayer device to demonstrate near-visible transparency when filled with a liquid of an 

equivalent refractive index to PMMA (~1.48). 
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Figure 3. Comparing additive optical spectra for overlapping layers in the skin of cephalopods and for 

overlapping layers in our multilayered devices. (a-b) Skin of squid. (c-j) Examples of changes in optical reflectance 

in surface regions where chromatophores (C) and iridophores (I) overlap (C+I). (k-n) Analogous additive optical 

effects observed in bilayer fluidic devices where regions of air (A) overlap with regions of aqueous blue dye (B) and 

aqueous yellow dye (Y). Image in (a) taken from 93, and image in (b) reproduced from 94, published under a Creative 

Commons license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Optical spectra and images in (c-j) reproduced 

from 52 under license.   
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Figure 4. Additive multilayered absorption (demonstrated through colour change), achieved through various 

combinations of overlapping dyed aqueous fluid pairs (a). Left scale bar is 10 cm. Right scale bar is 1 cm. Spectral 

measurements (c) were taken using modelled sample sections (b). Images of device were rotated 45°. In 

experiments, multilayer devices were filled on a 45° angle to limit horizontal channels and air bubble formation. 
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Figure 5. Additive colour change and shading in two sequential, independently-controlled, fluid layers. (a) 

Sequential injection of two fluids within bilayer device, the first an aqueous coloured dye (or 15.625 μg C/mL H2O 

suspension) and the second a suspension of carbon particles. Here, the effect of additive colour change and 

shading is demonstrated over time. (b) Equivalent injection of coloured fluid layers in left and right injection 

sequences, where back layer in left sequence is empty while back layer in right sequence is filled with shading fluid 

(30 μg C/mL H2O). Scale bar is 10 cm. (c) Additive effects of multilayer fluid injection quantified across the visible 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Clear differences in transmission intensity occur when measuring bilayer 

cuvettes (taken to represent a model bilayer device section) in which a shading layer (left container) is activated 

versus left empty. 
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Figure 6. Physical model and experiment for measuring interior light intensity with switchable fluid injections. 
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